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Breaking the Chains Foundation 

is a proud member of the NEDA Network

MISSION

Breaking the Chains is a unified global non-profit foundation using

art as the process to unmask the stigma of individuals affected by

eating disorders & negative body image. Creative genres like film,

painting, poetry, music, and dance will inspire the global

community to use art as an outlet for the darkness that lies

dormant, providing a bridge to recovery and serving as a prevention

platform toward a healthy journey to mental and emotional

wellness.  One by one, hand in hand, we will champion the

rediscovery of self-love, self-acceptance, and respect — sharing a

healing journey that will break the chains, one link at a time.

GOAL

Our goal is to fight back against the prevalence of eating disorders,

disordered eating, and negative body image and to strengthen the

links of prevention, recovery, and ending stigma.

Breaking the Chains Foundation

BREAKING THE CHAINS FOUNDATION

CALL TO ACTION

In an effort to shift our culture towards one that supports health and

wellbeing, we raise awareness about challenges and opportunities,

advocate for prevention, intervention, and recovery services, and work to

de-stigmatize eating disorders. In an effort to support people in their

individual pursuit of mental health or recovery from an eating disorder,

we offer creative workshops, seminars, performances, events,

information, and resources. Art and creative-expression have been

shown to be particularly effective at making change at each of these

levels. Therefore, BTCF seeks to address and reverse the prevalence of

eating disorders by offering arts-based services that address both the

systemic and individual dimensions of the problem.

Breaking the Chains Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit.



Alex Little is a Dance Educator and Choreographer. She

teaches dance for thousands of young dancers every year,

from all parts of the globe. Her choreography credits include:

Nike, Nike NFL, Audi, Genentech, Tarbell Realtors,

Dreamforce, and she has contributed choreography to

Dancing with the Stars (ABC), America’s Got Talent (NBC)

and Wipeout (ABC). As a Board Member of Breaking The

Chains Foundation, Alex creates performances and shares

her love for movement and dance in the service of eating

disorder prevention, awareness and healing. 

Devon Little is a Social Worker, Artist, Creative Facilitator,

Trainer and Mediator. She holds a Masters Degree in Social

Work, a Graduate Certificate in Restorative Justice, and a BA

in Sociology. Guided by the values of community, social

justice and dignity, Devon has over 15 years of experience

supporting adolescents and adults. Viewing art as the

doorway to the inner life, Devon utilizes creative mediums to

help people access their personal and communal potential. 

The Facilitators



calm our nervous system

put us in touch with our body's wisdom

cultivate joy and resilience

facilitate our growth

Dance and movement can

Movement is a
resource.

move freely

listen to your body

be part of a supportive community

experience joy!

Inside Out allows participants to



Movement and dance 
are for every body.

No matter where you are,

whether you think of yourself as a dancer,

or what your body's unique capacities are, 

we welcome your participation.

Our online programming allows you to

join from wherever life finds you.

Join us from wherever you can access the internet. You can turn on and

off your video as makes sense for you, use the chat feature to share if you

are unable to share verbally, and truly customize the workshop for your

body and your heart on that given day.



We make meaning together.

"Devon and Alex's presence gave people the space and vulnerability to be open, explore and share.

My heart feels so much lighter now.” - workshop participant 

A supportive

community 

is like fertile

soil - it 

makes growth

possible.

When we are

witnessed by

others, we can

more easily

understand

ourselves. 



can take place online or in-person

(public safety permitting)

can occur as a stand-alone, single

workshop, or as a series of workshops

that build upon one another

is for participants 14 years old and up

is customizable for a

variety of goals and populations. 

It...

Our
Program



A lot of times we relate to our

bodies, and ourselves, from a

place of deficit, rather than

celebrating and amplifying the

tremendous wisdom and

capacity we have. At Inside Out,

we give our bodies permission

to move however they want to -

honoring our bodies, and

honoring ourselves - while

letting loose and shaking it!

Body Appreciation

Self Appreciation

We all long to grow, but

sometimes we struggle with

how. In a guided, expressive

workshop like Inside Out, we

can more easily envision new

possibilities and experiment

with a multitude of ways of

being. In doing so, we begin to

embody new habits and

pathways forward that may

have eluded our minds.

Carving

New Pathways

Bringing awareness to our

inner life is a powerful act - and

one that is easy to skip in every

day life. Inside Out provides an

opportunity to slow down and

notice what our body is telling

us - about our needs, our

relationships, and our longings.

We can then apply those

insights to our lives outside of

the program.   

Body Wisdom

Personal Insights

A Sample of Possible Experiences
Inside Out workshops combine multiple art forms and reflection, with a focus on dance and movement



What people are saying:

“I had such a blast in your workshop! 

It was so relaxing and so fun.”

"It was the best group Zoom/virtual experience I have

had to date. The experience felt like an opportunity to

continue healing… to pay attention to the inner

sensations of my body... letting go of my inner, very

critical voice.”

"I loved it! This is rooted in listening to body/mind

responses, internal cues, and communication -

an experience of genuine connection to oneself from

the inside out! You can use these skills in every day life!"



We'd love to hear from you!

For more information and pricing: 

 

I AMBREAK I NG THECHA I N S@GMA I L .COM

WWW .BREAK I NG THECHA I N S FOUNDAT I ON .ORG  
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